
We are MOVING , driving  TRANSFORMATION ,creating an 
ORGANIZACIÓN that TRASCENDS



TRANSFORMATION
INNOVATION + CHANGE MANAGEMENT

TRANSCENDENCE

hacia el futuro..

NO por inercia



#1 Team unaware of  what 
impossible meant



What was HACK2IN?

Hack2in was the first insurance hackathon in Argentina and it was 
promoted  by  La Segunda. 

It took place on July 28 and 29 in the city of Rosario, Argentina 



What is a Hackathon?



What is a hackathon?

Hackathon = ‘Hacker’ + ‘marathon’

A hackathon is an event that is organized with purpose of creating or 
building a solution in a collaborative way, during a determined 

number of days, in the same physical space.

It is a race that looks for the best possible solution



During  30 hours , 20 
interdisciplinary teams 

composed of young 
programmers, designers, 

marketers and new technologies 
enthusiasts, developed software 
solutions and business models 
for the Insurance and Agro 

industries.

HACK2IN





Several big companies are starting to use this method to break 

out of organizational inertia and  realign corporate culture 

towards change.

A kind of fire baptism: a short but intense blow

Although it is not about designing new products, but rather 

about transforming old processes and ways of working

Why did La Segunda Insurance Group 
organize a Hackathon?



Based on its cooperative nature, it 
wishes  to build links and y strengthen 
the entrepreneurship community,
following a co-construction and open 
innovation model. 

Why did La Segunda Insurance Group 
organize a Hackathon?



OPEN INNOVATION

As a strategy, it means that an organization:

It does not seek to depend only on its own 
experience and resources to innovate

It uses multiple external sources  to drive 
innovation.

Talent and knowledge is widely distributed. NO 
company  can generate high impact innovation 
by itself. 
More participatory and decentralized 
approach
The limits of the organization become 
permeable, more liquid
Innovation through dialogue. COMMUNITY)

El nuevo perímetro de innovación es 
más abierto y relacional que nunca, 

supera de largo las antiguas fronteras 
corporativas. 

.



“Open innovation is a part of inspiration that grows 
more in humbleness that in corporate arrogance. 
Thus, you shall  battle,  the «not invented here » 

syndrome
You will need a lot of empathy to understand both the 
ones that promote innovation projects as, specially, the 

customers”

Xavier Marcet - Esquivando la Mediocridad”

OPEN INNOVATION



We drive transformation through open 
innovation

EBI Model 
Entrepreneurship Based on technological 
innovation.
Leading roles
Startups, entrepreneurs, universities, 
business, government institutions and social 
organizations
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What did it allow to L2?

Scouting  of
startups  and talents

L2 Entrepreneur 
Community

>Customer focused 
technological solutions

Open Innovation Positioning  and  
Relationship with stakeholders

Implementing a new form of 
internal work



HackaTeam
MILLENNIALS Team



CAPACITY AND LEARNING  
SPEED

Competencies as essential as 
accumulated knowledge.

In  we learned…

Now  we execute  and learn
at the same time, we do not stop to think, 

questioning, innovating

BEFORE

We planned and had to execute. 

NOW
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Under construcition... Mission:

Develop the necessary tools 
and capacities to create an 
innovating  culture in the 

organization, solutions that 
add value to the business 

process. Insert and develop as 
a reference in the 

entrepreneur ecosystem –
innovating,  empowering 

strategic partnerships in the 
middle and long term. 
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We shared a video...



“El segundo mayor error es 
comenzar pensando que 

será fácil….

El primero es no comenzar 
porque es difícil.”

Muchas 
Gracias!!MOVING ,  driving TRANSFORMATION to TRANSCEND


